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Goodwood is England’s greatest sporting estate. Seat of the Dukes of Richmond for over three 
centuries, the family has always welcomed their friends and guests to share in their love of sport and 
enjoy the hospitality that comes with it.

Goodwood hosts three of the largest events in the social and sporting calendar: the Festival of Speed 
presented by Mastercard, the Qatar Goodwood Festival and Goodwood Revival. There is simply no 
finer place in the country to enjoy motorsport and horseracing. In addition to the thrills of the track, 
guests can also experience two championship golf courses, the very best shooting, cricket matches 
on one of England’s oldest grounds and the chance to arrive by air into Goodwood’s Aerodrome.

With one of the largest lowland organic farms in the country providing organic produce for all the 
restaurants and at the major events, Home Farm is at the centre of Goodwood’s sustainable food 
philosophy. This incredible food heritage is celebrated across the estate and the inspiration behind 
every menu.

Ever since the time of the first Duke of Richmond, guests have enthused about the hospitality shown 
to them at Goodwood and this tradition continues today. With a choice of places to stay and eat,  
we hope you have an extraordinary time here.

ONLY AT GOODWOOD
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Bringing a contemporary and innovative twist to centuries of tradition, an event at Goodwood is one 
your guests will always remember. Whether you are looking for a relaxed private affair, hospitality 
during our events, or something on a larger scale, our diverse choice of locations are bound to inspire 
you. From spacious rooms at the Goodwood Hotel, to private boxes overlooking the racecourse, 
pavilions right next to the motor circuit, or the magnificent State Apartments in Goodwood House 
itself, the possibilities are endless. We have built a reputation for delivering thrilling experiences in an 
unconventional way and look forward to helping you create an extraordinary event.

AN EXTRAORDINARY ESTATE

Flagship Events         Page 6

Inspiring Spaces         Page 16

Sporting Passions       Page 32
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In 1993, the inauguration of the Festival of Speed marked the return of motorsport to Goodwood. 
Since then, this spectacular gathering has evolved to become the unique motorsport garden 
party that it is today. Held in the beautiful parkland surrounding Goodwood House across four 
high-octane days, the Festival of Speed brings together the world’s greatest cars, bikes and motorsport 
legends past and present.

From F1 to NASCAR, Indy car to World Rally, nothing takes in the whole of motorsport history 
the way that the Festival does. The event allows you to get close to an incredible array of cars in the 
paddocks and witness sensational racing, as well as explore the future of speed and technology with 
the awe-inspiring FOS Future Lab. In addition, you can experience some hair-raising, two-wheeled 
drama at the Goodwood Action Sports Arena, and get closer than ever before to the legends of drift. 

From lunch on the library lawn in the Duke and Duchess's private garden, to trackside viewing at 
the most dramatic parts of the hill, we have plenty of choices for you to experience the ultimate day 
of motorsport.

FESTIVAL OF SPEED

"You see more motorsport in four days than you could see if you travelled 
the whole world with a grand prix team and watched all the grands prix. 
It’s more fun, it’s faster, it’s better."
chris evans
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With its spectacular setting on top of the South Downs, Goodwood is considered by many to be 
the world’s most beautiful racecourse. Horseracing has taken place here since 1801, when the third 
Duke of Richmond held a private race meeting for the Sussex Militia. It was such a success that the 
following year he held Goodwood’s first public race meeting.

Our flagship event, the Qatar Goodwood Festival, is one of the most prestigious meetings in the 
racing calendar. Affectionately known as Glorious Goodwood, this much-loved fixture of the 
English sporting season has the atmosphere of a summer garden party, with many of the world’s 
greatest racehorses doing battle in front of the packed grandstands. 

The five-day festival is part of 19 race days that complete Goodwood’s racing season.  
Other highlights include the three-day May Festival, the dynamic Three Friday Nights in June 
– when a thrilling evening's racing is followed by dancing to a globally renowned DJ – and the 
nostalgic August Bank Holiday weekend.

QATAR GOODWOOD FESTIVAL

"The views, I have to say, always blow me away. It is so beautiful."
darcy bussell
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Goodwood Revival is the only major sporting event in the world to take place entirely in period 
theme. It is an unabashed celebration of flat-out, wheel-to-wheel racing, celebrating the romance and 
glamour of motorsport as it used to be.

Over the course of an action-packed weekend each September, the world’s rarest and most valuable 
racing cars and bikes battle it out on the track. Legendary drivers and riders from the golden era 
of motorsport are cheered on by visitors, all immaculately dressed in 1940s, 50s and 60s clothing  
and accessories.

The Revival is as much about recreating the fashion and culture of the post-war years as it is about 
historic racing cars. Hundreds of thousands of fans come from all over the world to soak up the 
unique atmosphere and experience a return to the halcyon days when Goodwood was the spiritual 
home of British motorsport.

GOODWOOD REVIVAL

"Give me Goodwood on a summer’s day and you can  
forget the rest of the world."
roy salvadori
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INSPIRING SPACES
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The classic Regency splendour of Goodwood House offers a magnificent location for any social 
or business gathering. Home to one of the country’s finest art collections, including paintings by 
Stubbs, Canaletto and Van Dyck, the State Apartments offer a rare opportunity to treat this historic 
family house as your own. From glamorous parties in the Ballroom for over 500 guests, to an intimate 
supper in the Egyptian dining room, Goodwood House is a spectacular place for entertaining. 

Guests will be warmly looked after by our team of butlers, who will ensure they have everything 
they need, continuing in the high levels of service that have existed here for over three hundred years. 
Our chefs will create special menus using the finest produce, much of which is sourced from the 
Estate's own 3,000-acre organic farm.

GOODWOOD HOUSE

"The House, in this perfect setting is like a magical part of England.  
It’s one of the most special places in England I’ve ever been."
jools holland
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The Goodwood Hotel is a former eighteenth-century coaching inn located near the entrance to the 
park, and the ideal base from which to explore the Estate. The hotel has 91 stunning bedrooms and 
suites, and guests can make use of the adjoining health club and spa facilities.

Whether you are looking for somewhere to hold training workshops, focus sessions, board meetings, 
or product launches, the hotel offers a huge range of possibilities. Our chefs take inspiration from 
Goodwood Home Farm to produce innovative menus, and guests can dine at our sustainable 
restaurant, Farmer, Butcher, Chef, which showcases the very best estate-reared meat.

THE GOODWOOD HOTEL

"The warm welcome from the staff could not have been better, and the 
setting at the hotel was simply stunning."
charlie turner, editor in chief, bbc top gear
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Designed by celebrated architect James Wyatt in 1787 to house the third Duke of Richmond’s prized 
fox hounds, The Kennels is one of the finest buildings on the estate. Today, it is our members’ 
clubhouse, and their home from home when at Goodwood. The beautiful interior is a fabulous mix 
of old and new, with magnificent views across the parkland up to Goodwood House. It's the perfect 
spot for lunch or an informal meeting.

For those wishing to extend their stay, Hound Lodge offers the chance to host your own private 
house party, and is somewhere to escape the frantic pace of modern life and experience a world of 
peace and tranquillity. This 10-bedroom sporting lodge is the ultimate base from which to enjoy 
everything Goodwood has to offer, while the Hound Lodge staff will make sure you and your guests 
are perfectly looked after.

THE KENNELS  
& HOUND LODGE

"Getting away from it all isn’t easy but at Hound Lodge it’s almost 
impossible not to feel a sense of peace."
bernie ecclestone
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Home to the Revival, Goodwood Motor Circuit is the only classic race track in the world to remain 
entirely in its original form. During the heyday of motor-racing in the 1950s and ‘60s, many of the 
world’s most famous drivers raced here – names like Stirling Moss, Jackie Stewart, Jim Clark and 
Graham Hill. Originally opened in 1948 by the ninth Duke of Richmond, a passionate and talented 
racing driver himself, the circuit re-opened 50 years later with the first ever Goodwood Revival.

An event at the motor circuit offers a choice of exceptional locations, from the 1960s-style Jackie 
Stewart Pavilion, which enjoys views across the paddock and the track, to the Race Control Building, 
with its own roof terrace and private garden. The Super Shell Building is perfect for parties with  
a twist, while the Old Control Tower enjoys impressive views of all the action on the track.

THE GOODWOOD 
MOTOR CIRCUIT

"From their flagship race events to their corporate experience days and 
general test and track days, the team’s attention to detail is unrivalled."
andrew jordan, british touring car driver and youngest ever btcc champion in 2013
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Goodwood has been farmed by the family for over three hundred years and is one of the only  
self-sustaining organic farms in Europe. These organic principles enable our farmer to produce 
the best-tasting beef, pork and lamb, all of which are reared right here. Our sustainable restaurant, 
Farmer, Butcher, Chef, is located just yards from Goodwood Home Farm, the final stage of a unique 
process dedicated to showcasing our meat.

Our butcher is directly involved in designing dishes according to what cuts are available. An original 
approach that means that nothing is wasted. Marrying the expertise of our farmer, butcher and chef, 
the frequently changing menu champions seasonal English fare. The interior was created by designer 
Cindy Leveson, and is a contemporary take on country chic.

FROM FARM TO TABLE

"Farmer, Butcher, Chef delivers on its promise. Beautiful meat, butchered 
and cooked with the reverence it so rightly deserves."
the mail on sunday
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SPORTING PASSIONS
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With a heritage stretching back to 1914 and two very different courses to select from, golf has always 
played an important role at Goodwood.

The Downs is widely considered the finest downland course in England, and is one of the country’s 
‘Top 100’ courses. It has fast-running fairways, undulating greens and dramatic changes of level, 
thanks to its location, and is ideal for those who want a challenge. Our quirky Woody buggies, 
designed by the Duke of Richmond’s grandfather in the 1930s, even come complete with wicker 
baskets for a Champagne picnic. 

For a gentler day’s golfing, you could choose The Park course, where the tree-lined fairways take 
you on a magnificent stroll across the parkland in front of Goodwood House. 

GOLF

"Goodwood is a wonderful environment in which to play golf.  
The setting is just inspirational."
justin rose 
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The Goodwood Motor Circuit is one of the most challenging in the country, with its sweeps and 
curves offering a real sense of joy to any driver. Join the revered list of motorsport greats who have 
driven here by testing your skills on this fast and demanding circuit. 

From driving one of our high-performance BMWs in a Performance Track experience, to getting  
a pure adrenaline rush in a Rage Buggy, there are plenty of opportunities to experience a real feeling 
of speed. Or go back in time with Revival Racing, a brilliantly-authentic experience, where the craft 
of driving a classic car can be mastered. Choose from a selection of stunning 1950s and ‘60s classic 
saloons and GTs that have been lovingly restored. Alternatively, feel every bump and drop as you 
adventure across the Goodwood Estate in one of our classic Land Rovers from the 1960s.

DRIVING

"Meaningful and real, far beyond anything you could call a ‘track day’."
hayden bailey, partner at boodle hatfield
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Goodwood Aerodrome was built during World War II as a satellite airfield to RAF Tangmere and 
was known as RAF Westhampnett. Hurricanes and Spitfires were stationed here, ready for aerial 
combat during the Battle of Britain. It was also here that flying ace and hero, Douglas Bader,  
took off on his final wartime sortie.

Our Aerodrome offers a convenient way to fly in and out of Goodwood. Whether you are 
chartering our own aircraft or wish to arrive by helicopter, we welcome visiting pilots all year round.  
We also offer a choice of exhilarating team-based activities from the Heli Hover Challenge,  
a tactical helicopter experience with a competitive edge, to Grapefruit Bombing, which is the perfect 
activity to improve team work and communications. Enjoy spectacular views of the south coast and  
Sussex Downs.

FLYING

"I learnt to fly at Goodwood and often fly in and out of the Aerodrome. 
The views of the coastline and the South Downs are just incredible  
– there just isn’t anywhere in the country that comes close."
james martin
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A day's clay or simulated game shooting is a wonderful way for anyone to experience some healthy 
sporting competition, as well as plenty of fresh air, at a range of inspirational locations across the 
Goodwood Estate, right in the heart of the South Downs.

Our team of attentive staff are passionate about the sport themselves and understand all the details 
necessary to make an enjoyable and safe day's shooting. The recent introduction of simulated game 
days offers an exciting alternative to the traditional shooting experience, giving a choice when it 
comes to selecting the right activity for your group. Alternatively, just a stone’s throw below the 
Trundle, our clay pigeon shooting ground is situated in a stunning bowl-like arena, which is suitable 
for both novices and crack-shots alike.

SHOOTING

"We had nothing but positive feedback from the shoot, everyone who went 
along had a great time – it was definitely a success!"
emilie lelliot, business development management, baqus 
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Goodwood, Chichester, West Sussex PO18 0PX
goodwood.com

Certified ISO 20121 
The international standard for 
event sustainability management

Printed by fineprint.co.uk

Information correct at time of print. Goodwood reserves the 
right to vary the prices, dates and opening and closing times of 
the Goodwood events or Goodwood Experiences, to vary the 
programme(s) and to close, remove or cancel all or any part of 
the attractions or entertainments for any reason including, but not 
limited to, technical, health and safety, operational reasons or due to 
special events or private functions.

Horseracing & Motorsport Hospitality enquiries:
Phone: +44 (0) 1243 755054
Email: hospitality@goodwood.com

Meeting, event & corporate day enquiries:
Phone: +44 (0) 1243 520195
Email: events@goodwood.com

GET IN TOUCH
For more information about entertaining, hospitality, meetings and events, please visit 
goodwood.com or call our friendly team on one of the numbers below. 
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goodwood.com


